
3 bedroom Apartment for sale in La Zenia, Alicante

Amazing Offer! Beachside Apartment in La Zenia
3 bedrooms
1 bathroom
Terrace
Beachside
Views
Furnished
West facing
This affordable apartment located in La Zenia (Orihuela Costa) is the ideal opportunity for your holidays: good
location: sun, beach and green. The price is more than good in the value for money, for this house with 3 bedrooms
and 1 bathroom, terrace, living room and independent kitchen especially taking into account its good condition.

The location is also especially good; the main places of interest: La Zenia beach (5 min); supermarket (2 min); bars,
shops and restaurants just 273 m away; CC Boulevard (3 min). Also worth a visit is the well-known Playa Flamenca
market that always takes place on Saturdays, and mingling in the diversity of nationalities (Swedish, English, German,
Spanish, Belgian, among others) that enriches our coast. There are also many parking possibilities and easy access to
Torrevieja, Alicante, Murcia, Cartagena from the AP-7, N332, among others.

The house is on the top floor, which allows rest and comfort. The good views of the sea from one of the rooms give a
cozy atmosphere to this room.

The east orientation of the house allows you to enjoy summer and winter with pleasant temperatures inside, and
thanks to the fact that it faces the outside of the residential; enjoy the quiet of the neighborhood (away from the noise
of the main street). You will enjoy a comfortable vacation.

Among the extras of the house it stands out: easy parking, unobstructed views and the sea, the house is sold
furnished.
Call us +34 633 506 179

  3 bedrooms   1 bathroom   75m² Build size
  near transport   near beach   close to shops
  close to golf   terrace   good rental potential
  very good access   furnished

129,900€
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